
 

TRANSIT OF JUPITER AND SATURN IN FIERY SIGNS, HOW 
THESE TRANSPEROSNEL PLANETS WILL INFLUENCE 
WORLD AFFAIRS 2008 
 
       The year 2008 will witness the transit of Trans Personal planets in Fiery 
Signs. It quiet unusual to witness planets, especially major planets such as Jupiter 
and Saturn transit fiery sign in a Trine as Saturn transit Leo in every thirty years.  
      The 2008 will witness pooling of Planets in Fiery Signs. The 2008 will 
commence in the mist of Two planets Mars and Saturn in Retrogression (Both 
malefic). This happens after 30 years when 1/1/1978 commenced with three 
planets in retrogression(Jupiter®, Mars®, Satrun ® ). Even though such trine 
transit of Jupiter in Sagittarius and Saturn in Leo happens in 60 years ago(1948), 
the transit of Jupiter then was in Atichara. The month august will see majority of 
planets in fiery signs. 
 
 
Astrology discussion:- 
 
� Jupiter and Saturn will transit The sign of Sagittarius(Jupiter) and Leo 

Saturn) 
� Both will transit fiery signs. 
� Saturn will transit Fixed sign(Leo),Jupiter will transit mutable sign 
� Jupiter remain in Sagittarius almost 344 days basically covering 94.2 % 

Transit in Sagitarius. 
� Jupiter in Sagittarius and Saturn transit in Leo last happened in 1948 
� Jupiter entered Leo on:- 
 

Planet Year  Date of Entrance to 
Sagittarius 

Saturn transit in Leo as Jupiter 
entrance Sagittarius   

Jupiter 1948 08-10-1948- 28-02-1949 
(Jupiter in Atichara) 

09-01 Deg Leo 

Planet Year  Date of Entrance to 
Sagittraius 

Saturn transit in Leo as Jupiter 
entrance Sagittarius   

Jupiter 2007 22-11-2007 13:54 Deg in Leo 

 
� Saturn will transit in his enemy’s house the lord being a fiery planets too. 
� The Day Jupiter ingress into Sagitarius Sun/Saturn will have occupy same 

navamsa in Leo adding augury to the fiery transit, Jupiter will also occupy 
fiery Navamsa of Aries. 

� Exact trining of Both planet will occur on 21/01/2008(Purvashada 1st 
patham and Purvapalghuna 1st pada) (13.38 in Dhanus & Leo) and  
09/09/2008 when both star will occupy the constellation of Venus ,Jupiter in 



Purvashada 2nd patha and Satrun in Purvaphalguna 2nd patham(18.33 in 
Dhanus & leo). 

� Both Trining will occurs in the 2nd drekana of Leo and Sagitarius. 
�  Close conjunction with sun will occurs on 3/09/2008 and   

       This conjunction will in the star ruled by Purvashada 2nd patham 
 
 
 
 
�  On 11/07/2007 Mars another fiery planet will become conjunct with Saturn 
adding more fuel to fiery elements in the Zodiac. On 07/08/2008 to 9/08/2008 
Mer, Ven, Saturn, Mars will transit fiery sign of Leo, which amounts almost 5 
major planets will transit in trine with Jupiter in Leo.  
 
 
During the month of August  
08/08/2008 

 
 
 
 
In history 1948-1949( As Jupiter Transit Sagitarius and Saturn in Leo) 

� Significant unexpected victory to Harry Trumen as president of America . 
� Withdrawal of Russian Troops from North Korea 
� Establishment of Republic of Korea 
� Death of Mohamed Ali Jinnah 
� Arab Israel war 

 
 
 
 



 
Implication of Drekana Transit of Satrun & Jupiter 
Exact trining between Saturn and Jupiter will happen in the second drekana of 
both dhanus( mars as Lord of drekana) & Leo( Jupiter as lord drekana). Both 
transit of Saturn and Jupiter during trining will occupy feiry drekana. 
 

The second decanate of Leo ruled by Jupiter (transit of Saturn) 
 
The second Drekkana of Leo represents a man resembling a horse's body, long and powerful. 
crowned with white garlands , appareled in clothes to make it warm, with Krishna Mriga, with a 
flat nose, with a leonine fierceness, with a bow in the hand . This is an armed human decanate.  
 

Implications:- 
� As the trine between both Saturn and Jupiter happens in the 2nd drekana 

of the fiery signs especially as Jupiter governs administtarters and the the 
second drekana is depicted in Brihat jataka as:- 
“Represents a woman, handsome, with colour of Champaca or gold, picking up 
the gems from ocean and sitting in the Bhadrasana Fashion” 

 
A feminine drekana fortell a dominant female leadership(ruled by Mars) 
will surprise the world and rule the the world “sitting in Bhadrasana 
fashion” a dominant position, unshaken and superb post. The invincible 
one , incapable to overcome or subdued.  
 

� As the star Purvashada arises in the trine aspect of Jupiter and Saturn and 
the star purvashada and Pubha belong to Venus traits. This is a harmonies 
aspect of Jupiter on Saturn. It is time to honor the actors and cinema 
world. The cinema world will progress well and movies at Oscars and 
Hollywood will do well. 

� As poorvasha and Pubha becomes the star at the will trining of Jupiter 
occurs, the constellation foretells certain implication especially the star 
Purvasha :- 

According to Subhakaran “Nakshatra’ Presiding diety of Purva Ashada is ‘JAL’ 
Water. It aslo depict Varuna” Lord of Water” and Jupiter depict Vayu ,and it is a bulky 
planet,  hence immense rain is a predictable from the transit of Jupiter in trine with  
Saturn with cyclones and heavy flooding. This may materialise around full aroun the 
star purva ashada Jun & July. 

 
� The constellation at which  Saturn will trine Jupiter in the star of Pubha 

around 20/01/2008 and at this moments Mars will be retrograde in Aries 
and Saturn will be in Vargotama, and purva palguni rules over actors, 



musician, artisans ,commodities, cotton and including oil. It also depict 
front legs of the marriage bed. Probably indicating divorce among famous 
celebrity.  

� Around feb-mac 2008 when Sun becomes conjunct with Rahu and Saturn 
with Ketu, opposing each other in a detrimental manner. Since it begins 
with the number 1-1-2008 which all the number of the Days (1), Month (1) 
and Year ruled (1) ruled by sun. Saturn the celestial marker transit the 
ruled by the sun will certainly will showup events especially when the 
majority especially super planets such as Mars, Jupiter and Saturn transit 
firey trogone as folklore of Shakespeare explains :- 

 
 
 
 

 
 

       Indicate rage- a condition which may create international conflict especially 
with nations “indicated by stellar position of transiting Saturn in the 
constellation of Pubha which aslo govern watery and petroleum commodities. 
Rage in oil politic may be catch the eyes of politics in international arena. 
 
 

Other implication:- 
♦ The transit of both Jupiter and Saturn will mainly confine to fiery signs, 

there will increase incidents of fiery incidents especially as the star pubha 
depicts places of enjoyment ’night clubs’ and recreation visited by tourist. 

 

♦ Fire involving places of worship will have to be under protection and their 
lords Jupiter & Sun may depict plot against government top administration 
and issues of religion, especially  Rahu /Sun conjunction Muslim extremist 
will once again attach public properties. 

 
 

♦ As the per Vastu constellation pubha and puraadam govern south eastern 
direction and transit of evil planets and in its enemies such as Saturn will 
tend cause destruction of water resources such as dams, pools and 
reservoirs or damage to hydro electric powers. It also indicates damage to 
lightning. 

 

♦ There will disaster in the region governed by south eastern part of the 
globe especially regions of South East Asia. Particularly region earth 
quake prone regions. This may be possible in the month August or around 
the time Sun/Rahu Conjunction and Lunar Eclipse. 



 

Conclusion 
Saturn & Jupiter are classified as transpersonal planets they more influential as 
soul level as both planet occupy the fiery sign and harmonious aspect will prevail 
and Jupiter will aspect Saturn from its swashetra and moola trikona point Jupiter 
will certainly uphold democracy and changes in South and North Korea relation 
will improve and Burma may show some liberalism in its political development. 
The world will see a dominant new leadership. 
 
Written finished 28/10/2007 @8:50pm 
parasara@streamyx.com 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


